Careers
Zoology/Marine & Freshwater Biology

Graduates from the University of Glasgow

- Adam Gouraguine (M&FW Biology) - PhD on Coral Reefs, Essex University
- Dominick Murray (M&FW Biology) – Environmental engineer, Scottish & Southern Energy
- Helen Simmons (Zoology) - Ecologist at BSG Ecology, Oxford
- Alexis Smith (Zoology) - Researcher at BBC Scotland
- Iain Malzer (Zoology) - PhD on UK Bearded Tit population, University of Glasgow
- Iona Campbell (M&FW Biology) - PhD student, SAMS and Yellow Seas Fisheries Research Institute
- James Taylor (M&FW Biology) - Research scientist, Alfred Wegener Institute for Polar & Marine Research
- Jan Lupton (M&FW Biology) - Marine conservation scientist, Natural England
- Jessica Lightley (M&FW Biology) - Research assistant on Coral Reef Biology
- Jessica Ryder (Zoology) - Administrator, Scottish Wildlife Trust
- Joanna Smith & Dan Thornham (Zoology) - Lecturer, Bangor University, North Wales
- Joe Tricott (M&FW Biology) - Fish health inspector, Marine Scotland Science
- Katie Sumner (Zoology) - Fisheries research scientist, Environment Agency
- Kevin Conway (Zoology) - Curator of fishes, Texas A&M University
- Kirsty Garland (Zoology) - Education officer, Edinburgh Zoo
- Laura Weir (Zoology) - PhD on clams, British Antarctic Survey
- Lydia Bach (M&FW Biology) - PhD on biodiversity, Queens University Belfast
- Lynn Stevenson (Zoology) - Business owner: dog walking and pet sitting services
- Mairi Fenton (M&FW Biology) - Marine research assistant, British Antarctic Survey
- Anna Muir (Zoology Msci), Lecturer, Chester University
- Sandy Watt (Zoology) - filmmaker, Environmental Investigation Agency
- Martin Hughes (M&FW Biology) - PhD, University of Glasgow
- Mike Rutherford (Zoology) - Zoology museum curator, University of the West Indies, Trinidad
- Muir Glendinning (M&FW Biology) - Fisheries project officer, Environment Agency
- Pauline Murray (Zoology) - Auditor, Audit Scotland
- Rachel Kennedy (Zoology) – Graduate environmental specialist, Mouchel Ltd
- Robyn Stewart (Zoology) - PhD on urban Water Voles, University of Glasgow
- Roisin Campbell-Palmer (Zoology) – Conservation projects manager, RZSS
- Rory Crawford (M&FW Biology) - Senior policy officer, Royal Society for the Protection of Birds & Cbeebies TV presenter
- Rosanna Milligan (M&FW Biology) - Research Scientist at Nova Southeastern University
- Sarah Sanders (Zoology) - Consultant Ornithologist at McArthur green
- Sarah-Jayne Forster (Zoology) - Project officer, RSPB
- Sophia Bullock (Zoology) - Technician, Aberdeen University
- Stephen Larcombe (Zoology) - Post Doctoral researcher, University of Exeter
- Stuart Bearhop (Zoology) – Professor University of Exeter
- Susie Coyle (M&FW Biology) - Ecologist, Jacobs Engineering
- Suzanne Livingstone (Zoology) - International wildlife conservation consultant
- Victoria Paterson (Zoology) - University Teacher, University of Glasgow